A molecular dynamics study proposing the existence of statistical structural heterogeneity due to chain orientation in the POPC-cholesterol bilayer.
We performed molecular dynamics simulations of a lipid bilayer consisting of POPC and cholesterol at temperatures from 283 to 308K and cholesterol concentrations from 0 to 50% mol/mol. The purpose of this study was to look for the existence of structural differences in the region delimited by these parameters and, in particular, in a region where coexistence of liquid disordered and liquid ordered phases has been proposed. Our interest in this range of concentration and temperature responds to the fact that polyene ionophore activity varies considerably along it. Two force fields, CHARMM36 and Slipids, were compared in order to determine the most suitable. Both force fields predict non-monotonic behaviors consistent with the existence of phase transitions. We found the presence of lateral structural heterogeneity, statistical in nature, in some of the bilayers occurring in this range of temperatures and sterol concentrations. This heterogeneity was produced by correlated ordering of the POPC tails and not due to cholesterol enrichment, and lasts for tens of nanoseconds. We relate these observations to the action of polyenes in these membranes.